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Good to be back.  
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Since Council passed its Resolution in May of this year, we have continued moving forward with certain elements of the proposed expansion project, where it made sense and with respect to the election.  Here’s a GENERAL timeline for the next steps related to site assembly, project delivery determination, design, and construction.  We our working with the City’s Real Estate Office on site assembly and have begun conversations with property owners and owner representatives.  Those talks are in the early stages, so I cannot go into great detail about where we are with site assembly plans, but we are moving forward.    Based on the City’s recent experience with the Permitting and Development Center acquisition and Austin Energy’s headquarters, the possibility of acquiring the land and building through a real estate transaction is an option being considered.  Until we know the route we will take for site assembly, the subsequent steps cannot be fully defined.  We will continue to provide updates and seek any necessary Council action as soon as feasibly possible.  
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We have also continued working on market and economic analysis.  We have recently hired a consultant performing an update to the market and economic analysis and hope to provide that information Council early 2020.  Their scope of work includes market assessment, historical operations analysis, interviews, surveys, review of comparable and competitive facilities, building program requirements, demand, economic and fiscal impact analysis.   We have also continued to work with City Finance and Treasury and the City’s Financial Advisors to update the financing model as new information becomes available.  We anticipate finalizing the model next year as site assembly and design are more defined, and therefore informing project cost.   That work will lead to project financing initiation once we know the most appropriate financing approach, again, largely influenced by site assembly.  We have drafted certain TPID documents and continued conversation with hotel industry representatives.  The draft documents are currently being reviewed by the hotel community.  Those documents will be brought to Council for review/approval as to form/content, then distributed to the qualified hotel owners for review and ultimate approval.  
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We have heard the same thing and continue to work with the City’s Real Estate Office regarding all options.  We’re hopeful for co-development opportunities and development in a way that aligns with council direction and what works best for convention center operations as part of the Austin community.  HVS – firm based out of Chicago.  Have over 50 office and nearly 40 years experience in global hospitality consulting, serving convention, sports, and entertainment facilities since 2001.  
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